MatrixGold Brings Motorcycle
Design to Life

David Hill is a custom jewelry designer for Coin and Jewelry
Gallery in Gainesville, Florida. Open since 1981, Coin and
Jewelry Gallery provides a wide variety of repair services and
custom designs.
To David, offering custom design has become the most
profitable part of his jewelry business. MatrixGold®, the CAD
Jewelry Software he uses, has made it incredibly easy to show
his wholesale customers exactly what they will get before
production, allowing him to close more sales faster.
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David understands that gaining the proper skills to lead
complex projects is critical when offering high-quality
service to his customers, so he relies on the Gemvision
educational team to receive personal training assistance when

he needs it.
We discuss with David to uncover how the Gemvision One-on-One
training sessions helped him pull off a complex custom
design job and improved his design skills.
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Jessica Smith was my instructor for my original training
sessions and was fantastic. She was thorough and also helped
explain some more advanced modeling techniques when completing
the regular curriculum. She took the time to make some videos
explaining exactly how to model the motorcycle project, which
has increased my modeling ability immensely and helped me
figure out other jobs.

Did you accomplish your goals taking the One-on-One training
session?
Absolutely! I was able to complete the custom design project
and, again, also further my modeling capabilities.

What do you think about the teaching approach?
One-on-One training is always excellent. The screen sharing
is very helpful too. It can see exactly what the instructor is
doing, and she knows whether I’m doing something correctly or
incorrectly, addressing it immediately.

What do you think is the main benefit of taking the Oneon–One training sessions?
Being able to move at your own pace and not get bored or feel
pressured to keep up with others. I had never used any 3D
modeling software, and it was effortless to learn with one-onone training.

What improvements would you recommend to the one-on-one
training sessions?
Honestly, I cannot think of anything.

Diamond-Studded Steel Horse

David created this motorcycle design using MatrixGold. “This
was definitely the most involved project I’ve ever done. I set
over 500 individual white and black diamonds in the headlight
and wheels. It weighed almost 80 grams and was about 4” long
when completed. And yes the wheels spin!”

To learn more about Gemvision’s training solutions, visit our
website: https://www.gemvision.com/store/matrixgold/training
or send an email to sales@gemvision.com

